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This paper contains a proof of the existence and uniqueness of solutions to 
the Riemann problem for systems of two hyperbolic conservation laws in one 
space variable. Our main assumptions are that the system is strictly hyperbolic 
and genuinely nonlinear. We also require that the system satisfy standard 
conditions on the second Frtchet derivatives, and one other hypothesis, which 
we have called the half-plane condition. This hypothesis replaces other, more 
restrictive hypotheses required by previous authors. The methods and results 
of this paper are designed to be applicable to systems of conservation laws 
which are not strictly hyperbolic. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper contains a proof of the existence of solutions to the Riemann 

problem for systems of two hyperbolic conservation laws in one space variable, 
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Our main assumptions are that the system is strictly hyperbolic and genuinely 
nonlinear for all U E R2. We also require that the system satisfy standard 
conditions on the second FrCchet derivatives of F, and one other hypothesis, 
which we have called the half-plane condition. This hypothesis replaces other, 
apparently more restrictive hypotheses required by previous authors (Cl], [2]. 

[4], [5], [7], [15]-[lS]). For the Riemann problem with arbitrary initial data 

(1.2) 

we show (Theorem 3.2) that these four assumptions are sufficient to determine 
existence and uniqueness of centered solutions satisfying the Lax entropy 
condition at discontinuities. An important subsidiary result (Theorem 5.6) is 
that any discontinuity which can occur in a weak solution of (1.1) is either itself 

an entropy shock or would become an entropy shock after a left-right reversal. 
In proving this result we were helped greatly by studying the techniques first 

developed by Smoller and Johnson in a series of papers ([7], [16]-[18]) on the 

Cauchy and Riemann problems for hyperbolic conservation laws. Our main 
innovation was in recognizing that the description of shock and rarefaction curves 
in the u, v-plane is much simplified by expressing the curves parametrically. 
While Smoller and Johnson had to impose an explicit entropy hypothesis called 

“condition (L)” on the shock curves in order to establish the existence of solu- 
tions, we have been able to eliminate the need for any a priori assumption at all 
on the shock curves or speeds. Our solutions do nevertheless satisfy the appro- 
priate entropy conditions because we prove that condition (L) is in fact always 
satisfied. In addition, we have replaced the requirement f,g, > 0 by an 
apparently weaker half-plane condition described in Section 2 which says that 

the eigenvectors of the matrix d(U) = dF point into opposite fixed half-planes. 
Our interest in extending the work of Smoller and Johnson arose from a 

consideration of non-strictly hyperbolic systems. Conservation laws in which a 
pair of eigenvalues become equal for certain values of U arise in physical contexts 
such as nonlinear elasticity, magneto-fluid dynamics and crystal optics. We began 
our study by looking at some model systems of two conservation laws in which 

the characteristic speeds (eigenvalues of A) become equal along a curve in the 
U-plane. On this curve the system exhibits a parabolic degeneracy in the sense 
that the matrix A is not diagonalizable; moreover, f,g,, < 0 there. We were able 
to solve a few cases explicitly (see [9]), and conjectured that a condition of 
opposite variation of the eigenvalues (as defined in Section 2) was sufficient for 
existence of solutions to the Riemann problem. This requirement is closely 
related to the half-plane condition for hyperbolic systems. In future work we 
expect to apply the results in this paper to a proof of existence for solutions 
to the Riemann problem for opposite-variation non-strictly-hyperbolic conserva- 
tion laws. Meanwhile, we feel that the results presented here have independent 
interest as an extension of earlier results. 
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In the next section we give precise definitions of the assumptions stated above, 
and establish the convexity of the rarefaction curves (in the U-plane) for the 
systems we are considering. We also relate opposite variation to the half-plane 

condition and both of these to the assumptionf,g, > 0. Proofs of these relations, 
which are not needed in the main line of development, are deferred to Section 7. 

Section 3 reviews the definitions of shock waves and entropy, and states the 

main existence and uniqueness result (Theorem 3.2). 
In Section 4 we define the Hugoniot locus of solutions to the Rankine-Hugoniot 

jump condition in the U-plane, derive an ordinary differential equation (4.4) for 
the Hugoniot locus, and establish the existence of the shock curves: four branches 

of the Hugoniot locus which extend to infinity, which are star-shaped with 
respect to their common point of origin lYO, and whose points can each be joined 
to lj,, by an entropy shock (Theorems 4.5 and 4.6). 

In Section 5 we show that the four shock curves constitute the entire Hugoniot 
locus (Theorem 5.1), and establish a reciprocity relation among them. Section 6 
completes the proof of the main theorem of the paper. 

We include an appendix to show that convexity of the shock curves need not 
hold even for the special systems considered by Johnson and Smaller in [7]. In 
the erratum [8] Johnson and Smoller note that convexity is not actually needed 
for the proofs in [7] and [16]-[ 181. 

It is perhaps worthwhile to remind the reader that the extensions considered 

here are quite different from those of Liu ([ 12]-[ 141) and Dafermos and DiPerna 
[3], who relaxed the condition of genuine nonlinearity for systems of thef,.g, Y 0 

type. 
The authors wish to express their gratitude to C. Ii. Chu, whose kind invita- 

tion to the second author to spend his subbatical leave at Columbia University 
greatly facilitated the writing of this paper. 

2. PROPERTIES OF THE RAREFACTION CURVES 

We shall assume throughout that the system (1 .l) is strictly hyperbolic, 
genuinely nonlinear, and satisfies the Smoller-Johnson condition on the second 
Frechet derivative of F. We begin with a precise statement of these three 
hypotheses and a description of their consequences for the field of rarefaction 
curves connected with the system. Later in this section we shall introduce and 
discuss a fourth hypothesis, the half-plane condition. 

Expand equation (1.1) in the form 

with 

u, +Au, = 0, (2.1) 
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The system is called strictly hyperbolic if for every U E R2 the matrix A possesses 
two distinct real eigenvalues h, = h,(U) and h, = X,(U). For definiteness we shall 
take 

h, < h, . (2.2) 

These eigenvalues are called the (local) characteristic speeds. The corresponding 
right eigenvectors r1 , r2 must then be linearly independent. A strictly hyperbolic 

system thus gives rise to two direction fields Y~( U) and y2( U) in the (u, v)-plane. 
The integral curves R, and R, of these respective direction fields are called 
rarefaction cures. There are two families of rarefaction curves, each family 
filling the U-plane smoothly, so that two distinct curves of the same family 

never intersect. Curves of opposite families are never tangent to one another; 
therefore no two curves of opposite families can intersect more than once, and no 
rarefaction curve can close on itself. We shall denote the Ri-curve passing through 
any particular point U,, in the U-plane by Ri( U,,). 

The system (2.1) is said to be genuinely nonZinear if each characteristic speed /li 
varies in strictly monotone fashion along every rarefaction curve Ri of its own 
family: that is, yi V’hi # 0, where C denotes the gradient operator in the 
U-plane. We then normalize the ri by choosing 

lYi! = 1, r< . CA, > 0, i = 1, 2. (2.3) 

We also introduce the left eigenvectors 1, , lo of A, and normalize them by 

I& = 1, 1iYi > 0, i = 1,2; (2.4) 

observe that 

1,rj = 0, i # j. (2.5) 

Smoller and Johnson [18] have shown how these left eigenvectors can be used to 
establish an alternative formulation of genuine nonlinearity. Beginning with the 
definition of right eigenvector: 

(A -- A<)Y, = 0, (2.6) 

differentiate in the direction of Y,: 

or 
[yi . V(A - X,)]r, + (A - h,)(r, Vri) = 0 

d2F(ri , ri) = (Y< . VX,)r< - (A - Q(ri VY,), (2.7) 

where d2F(r, , ri) = (ri . VA)Y, denotes the second FrCchet derivative of F in the 
direction of ri . Then multiply by Zi , obtaining 

li d2F(r, , YJ = (ri Vhi)(ZirJ. (2.8) 
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From (2.3) and (2.4) we see that genuine nonlinearity is equivalent to the 
inequality 

li d*F(ri , r,) > 0, i = 1,2. (2.9) 

The Smeller-Johnson condition can also be expressed in terms of the eigen- 
vectors: it is 

lj d”F(r, , ri) > 0, j # i. (2.10) 

Condition (2. IO) was introduced by Smoller and Johnson in [ 181 and shown there 
to be equivalent to the Glimm-Lax shock interaction condition [6]. Its geometric 
significance appears upon multiplying (2.7) by Zj: 

Zj d2F(r, , ri) = (Xi ~~ Xj) Zj(r, . Vr,) = (Ai - A,) ljr,‘, (2.11) 

where the prime denotes differentiation in the direction of yi (i.e. along the 
rarefaction curve Ri). Since ri is a unit vector, ri’ must be perpendicular to ri , 
therefore parallel to 1,; indeed Y,’ == K,Z~ , where I K, is the curvature of R, . 
Thus 

li d2F(r, , ri) 
Ki AL 

hi - Ai 
(2.12) 

and or < 0, ~a > 0 by (2.10) and (2.2). H ence all rarefaction curves of both 

families are convex, and more particularly the R, curves bend toward -1, (i.e. 

I;IGURE 2- 1 
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away from ~a), while the R, curves bend toward I1 (and r,), as in Figure 2-l. 
As a consequence, each Ri divides the plane into two unbounded regions, the 
“inside” (concave side) and the “outside” (convex side) of Ri . Rarefaction 
curves of the same family are nested in the sense that one of every pair of them 
will lie entirely inside the other. 

A 2 x 2 system of conservation laws which is strictly hyperbolic, genuinely 

nonlinear, and satisfies the Smoller-Johnson condition (2.10) will be called an 
a&zissible system. In this paper we treat only admissible systems. 

Further restrictions on the class of conservation laws are imposed by the need 
to deal effectively with shocks. For example, Smaller and Johnson in [18] require 

.f &a > 0, which implies that ri is never parallel to either of the coordinate axes. 
Liu [I41 observes that the condition fi,gU > 0 can be met through an affine 

change of coordinates if r1 and r2 always point into two fixed (supplementary) 
sectors of the u,a-plane. In this paper, we require only that rl and r,lie in distinct 
open half-planes. Systems satisfying fcgll > 0 or Liu’s sector condition clearly 
meet this requirement. 

DEFINITION 2.1. An admissible system (2.1) is said to satisfy the half-plane 
condition if there exists a fixed vector w, independent of U:‘, such that rl . w < 0 
and rz w > 0 for all U. 

THEOREM 2.2. The half-plane condition is satisfzed ;f and only if 

for ecery pair of points U, and U, _ 

Proof. The necessity of (2.13) . is immediate. To show sufficiency, let Ki be 
the locus (on the unit circle K) of the endpoints of ri( U) for all U. The loci Kr and 
K2 are connected arcs which by (2.13) d o not intersect. Moreover, each & must 
lie within some open semicircle, for if Ki contained a closed or even half-closed 
semicircle it would also contain all of -Kj , j f  i, and so (by the Brouwer 
fixed-point theorem) we would have ri( U) = -ri( U) for some U, which would 
contradict strict hyperbohcity. Hence Kl and Ka can be separated by a diameter 
of K, one of whose perpendiculars yields w. i 

The half-plane condition appears somewhat unnatural and requires knowledge 
of the global behavior of the eigenvectors. In applications it may be more 
convenient to use a local property called opposite variation which is sufficient 
(though not necessary) to imply the half-plane condition. Roughly speaking, 
opposite variation says that the two characteristic speeds X, and h, vary in 
opposite senses as U changes. Many commonly occurring conservation laws (e.g. 
all nonlinear wave equations) have this property. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. An admissible system (2.1) is said to display opposite 
variation if 

r, VA, < 0, i -/- j. (2.14) 

Opposite variation may also be described in terms of left and right eigen- 
vectors. Beginning with (A ~ Xj)rj = 0, differentiate along Y,: 

dZF(r, , Yj) = (Vi Lpi - (A ~ h,)(r, T’yj), (2.15) 

where #F(r, , r3) =. (ri ‘C/l)r, d enotes the mixed second Frechet derivative, 
which is symmetric in its two arguments ri and yj . Next, multiply (2.15) by lj 

to obtain 

I, d2F(r, ) Ti) = (Ti Ghj)(ZjYj). (2.16) 

Thus we have proved 

LEMMA 2.4. Opposite variation is equivalent to the inequality 

1, d2F(ri ) Yj) < 0, i f  j. (2.17) 

The point of introducing opposite variation lies in the following theorem, 

whose proof may be found in Section 7. 

THEOREM 2.5. Any admissible system which displays opposite variation must 
satisfy the half-plane condition. 

How is opposite variation related to Smoller and Johnson’s assumption 
fiigu > O? For systems in which rarefaction curves of opposite families always 
intersect, we shall prove (Theorem 7.5) that opposite variation implies not only 
the half-plane condition but also a stronger sector condition (Definition 7.3). 
Liu’s affine transformation of coordinates ([14], p. 80) will then yield f,g, > 0 for 
the transformed system. 

3. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 

The Riemann problem for the system (1 .I) is to find a weak solution of the 
system for t > 0 given the initial conditions (1.2) where U, and U,. are arbitrary 
constant 2-vectors. Solutions consist of constant states separated by either 
rarefaction waves or lines of discontinuity. A rarefaction wave is a smooth region 
of the X, t -plane in which all values of 1,’ lie on a single rarefaction curve R,; 
the corresponding characteristic speed Ai must increase in the direction of 
increasing X. Across a discontinuity 7: must satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot 
condition 

s[U] = [PI, (3.1) 
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where s = dx/dt is the speed of propagation of the discontinuity and [.I denotes 

the jump of the enclosed quantity across the discontinuity. Because of the 
restricted nature of the initial conditions, only centered solutions, containing 
centered rarefaction waves (U depending on x/t) and centered uniform discon- 
tinuities (s constant), need be considered in a Riemann problem. Either kind of 
wave can be completely specified by giving the states U* on both sides of the 
wave: U- denotes the value of 0’ immediately to the left of the wave in the 

x, t-plane, while U+ is the value just to the right. 
The choice of left and right sides of a wave is not arbitrary. For a rarefaction 

wave associated with an &-curve (called a k. wave), we have already remarked 
that we must have 

(3.2) 

to insure smoothness. For discontinuities, the conservation law and Rankine- 
Hugoniot condition alone are not sufficient to distinguish between U- and U+ , 
but for mathematical well-posedness and physical relevance it is customary 
(cf. Lax [I 11) to impose an additional entropy condition. A discontinuity is called 
a shock wave if its propagation speed s satisfies the Lax entropy conditions for 
some value of k: 

UK) > s > b(U+), (3.3a) 

s < h(U+), k=l, or s > h,(K), k = 2. (3.3b) 

Such a shock is also referred to as a k-shock. 

DEFINITION 3.1. A weak solution of a system of conservation laws (2.1) will 
be called an entropy solution if all discontinuities occurring in the solution are 
shocks. 

We are now prepared to state the principal result of this paper. 

THEOREM 3.2. For &I admissible system of conservation laws (1.1) which 
satisfies the half-plane condition, the Riemann problem (I .2) has one and only one 
centered entropy solution when the rarefaction curves R,( U,) and Rz( U,.) intersect, 

and none when they do not. 

This theorem thus asserts existence and uniqueness for all initial data when 
the following intersection property holds. 

DEFINITION 3.3. An admissible system is said to possess the intersection 
property if every RI-curve intersects every R,-curve. 

Remark. Most conservation laws do have the intersection property, though 
Smaller in [ 171 has produced some interesting examples of systems which do not. 
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In the absence of the intersection property, we will at least always have uniquc- 
ness, and we can guarantee existence in three of the four possible cases (Figures 

3-2 through 3-4) into which the initial data may fall. Why ? Because Lemma 3.4, 
stated and proved below, assures in these cases the existence of the needed point 
of intersection. Existence can fail only if U, lies outside R2(Ur) and Z-,. simul- 
taneously outside I?,( U:,), as in Figure 3-I. 

t 

r 
I, -W R,(V) 

d: V r2 
‘1 

R,(V) 

5 

FIGURE 3 

LEMMA 3.4. Suppose a point c’ lies inside a rarefaction curve R of the family 
Ri . Then R$(lJ) intersects R for j f  i. 

Proof. We shall produce a point V on R which lies inside Rj( U). This would 
be sufficient to prove the lemma, since two convex curves, each of which 
contains a point inside the other, clearly must intersect. 

Let r be the line through U in the direction orthogonal to w. Since U is inside 
the convex curve R, any line through U intersects R at least once, while Defini- 
tion 2.1 insures that a line perpendicular to w cannot intersect any rarefaction 
curve more than once. Thus r intersects R in a unique point which we call Y. 
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Next consider the eigenvectors rr( V) and -Y~( V). By the half-plane condition, 
these point toward the same side of r, while the Smoller-Johnson condition 

says that rr points toward the inside of R,(V) and -y2 toward the inside of 
Rl( V). Hence the arc of R,(V) which is inside R,(V) lies on the same side of r as 
the arc of Ra(Y) which is inside R,(V). From this it follows geometrically 
(Figure 3-5) that each of the two rays into which V divides r lies entirely 

inside one of the curves Rk( V) and outside the other. Since U is on r and inside 
R = Ri( V), it follows that U is outside Rj( V), and the fact that the Rj-curves 

are nested then implies that P’ lies inside Rj( U) as required. 1 

Sections 4 through 6 will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.2. 

4. THE SHOCK CURVES AND THEIR PROPERTIES 

Central to the treatment of shock waves is the Hugoniot locus H(U,,), defined 

as the set of all states U which can appear in a weak solution on one side of a 
discontinuity when the state on the other side is U, . The Rankine-Hugoniot 
condition (3.1) allows us to express the Hugoniot locus as 

H(U,,) = {U ( 3s: s(U - U,) = F(U) - F(U,,)}. (4.1) 

The point U = U,, is itself on the Hugoniot locus, with s arbitrary, but any 
other point on the locus musi have a well-determined value of s which we may 
call s(U, U,,). Accordingly we might consider H(U,,) to be the projection on the 
U-plane of the set 

W-J,,) = {(u, s> I s(U - u,) =F(U) -F(W) (4.2) 

in the three-dimensional U, s-space. Since K(U,,) is defined in 3-space by two 

scalar equations, it will behave locally like a one-dimensional manifold, i.e. a 
curve, except for possible singular points such as U, itself. Thus its projection 
H(U,) will consist of smooth arcs and singular points. These singular points 
will be projections of either singular points of K or points at which K has a 
tangent parallel to the s-axis. We begin by deriving a differential equation for the 
smooth arcs and characterizing the possible locations of the singularities. 

On a smooth arc of H, we may differentiate equation (4.1) with respect to arc 
length p in the U-plane: 

sF+(U- UJ$=$F(U). (4.3) 

Setting T = U - U,, and denoting d/dp by a dot, we observe that U = T = t 
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is the unit tangent vector to H, so that (4.3) b ecomes st + sT = F,l:. = At or 

ST = (A - s)t. (4.4) 

Equation (4.4) is the basic differential equation which is valid along any smooth 
branch of the Hugoniot locus, and will play a majot role in all that follows. 

To locate the singularities of H, we may at first regard (4.4) as a differential 

relation defining a vector field for (t, S) in three-space as follows: 

(4.5) 

where the sign is determined by choosing an orientation along the curve. This 
vector field is defined and nonsingular except at points where T = 0 (U = UO) 
or s is equal to an eigenvalue hi of A. When s does equal Ai but Z, . T + 0, (4.4) 
still determines a unique t = &yi and S = 0, so that singularities of the three- 
dimensional vector field can occur only at U = U, and at points U where T is 

parallel to one of the right eigenvectors ri of ,4(U). I f  U is any point of the 
Hugoniot locus other than one of these just named, and s the corresponding 
propagation speed determined by (4.1) then (U, s) will be a regular point of 
the vector field defined by (4.4). Therefore (U, s) will lie on an integral curve of 
this three-dimensional field, i.e. a regular curve r along which s[U] ~~ [F] is 

constant. But this constant is zero at (C’, s), and r is therefore a regular branch 
of the locus K( U,) defined by (4.2). M oreover, r does not have a vertical tangent 
at (U, s), since S is finite. Thus we may conclude that the point U is itself a 
regular point of H( Co). We state this conclusion formally as a theorem. 

THEOREM 4.1. A point U # U,, of the Hugoniot locus H( UO) at which 
T = U - UC, is parallel to neither of the right eigenvectors r1 , r2 of A(U) must 
be an interior point of a regular arc of H( U,J. 

Theorem 4.1 required no assumptions on the underlying conservation laws 
beyond mere differentiability of the coefficients. When we add our basic 
hypotheses, a much stronger result emerges. 

THEOREM 4.2. For an admissible system of conservation laws which satisfies 
the half-plane condition, T is necer parallel to r1 or r2 at any point li # U, on the 
Hugoniot locus H( UJO). 

COROLLARY. Under these hypotheses, all points of H( U,) are regular except for 
U, itself. 

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose T # 0 is parallel to ri( U) for U E H( U,), 

so that 
T = kr,(U), k + 0. (4.6) 
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Substitution into (4.1) yields 

skrJ U) = F( u, + T) - F( U,). 

Multiply by Zj( U), i # i, obtaining 

0 = Zj(U)F(U” T T) - Z,(U)F(U”). 

Applying the mean value theorem to the scalar function 

lj( U)F( c'O + OT), 0<0<1, 

we deduce that 

O = Ij(U) gF(Uo + BT) = Z,(U) A(Uo + BT) hri( U) 

for some value 0 = 0, E (0, 1). Setting r/; = U, f  0,T and dividing by K f  0, 

we see that A( U,) ri( U) is perpendicular to Zj( U), hence parallel to ri( C), and 
therefore ri( U) is an eigenvector of A( Ur) as well as of d(U). Moreover, this 
common eigenvector is parallel to U - C,‘r . The following lemma will show that 
this situation is impossible. 

LEMMA 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, jbr two distinct points U, 

and U, the matrices A( Ul) and A( UJ cannot each have an eigenvector paraZZeZ to 

r/, - u1 . 

Proof. Suppose A( U,) has an eigenvector ri( U,) parallel to 11, - U, . Then 
the line joining Ul and U, is tangent to the convex curve R,(O;) at r/; , and 
therefore Uz lies outside &( U,). Hence Ul is inside RJU,), so that this line 

cannot also be tangent to Ri( G,). Thus ri( U,) is not parallel to U, - Lrl . 
We must also show that rj(UJ cannot be parallel to Uz - U, forj # i. I f  it 

were, the argument of the preceding paragraph would imply that Us lies inside 
Rj( C;). Then both Rj( U,) and Ri( U,) would be concave toward the segment 

U, U, , which is parallel to ri( Ur) and ri(U.J- see F’g I ure 4- 1. But the geometrical 
formulation of the Smoller-Johnson condition (2.10) says that, if Rj is concave 
toward &ri, then Ri is concave toward irj . Letting v  = 1 U, - Ur (-I, this 
yields V( U, - U,) = &ri( U,) and v(U, - U,) = rrj( U,), or rJU,) = ri( U,), 
contradicting the half-plane condition (2.13). 1 

Theorem 4.2 and its corollary are thus established, and we may proceed to 
examine the individual branches of the Hugoniot locus, each of which satisfies 
(4.4). At the singular point U = U,, , (4.4) reduces to (A - s)t = 0, so that 
there are four solutions s = )li , t = &i3yi, i = 1,2. Thus (cf. Lax [IO]) there 

505/27/3-10 
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are four branches of H(U,) which originate at LJo , and we call these branches 

shock curves. In Section 5 we shall justify this nomenclature by proving that the 
discontinuities joining all points U on the shock curves to U, are actually shocks, 
and that the four shock curves and the point Us constitute the entire Hugoniot 
locus. We denote the shock curves by Si(U,,), S,*( Us), i =: 1, 2, where the 
unstarred curves Si are those which leave U0 in the -ri direction (so that they 

correspond to decreasing hi and therefore to i-shocks with the state Co on the 
left). The shock curves are sketched in Figure 4-2. 

We first investigate the behavior of S, and S, near LrO , and then extend the 
results to the entire length of these curves. The corresponding properties of S,* 
and Sa*, which follow in a symmetric fashion, will be stated afterwards. Our 

chief tool will be the differential equation (4.4) together with the representation 

of the tangent vector in terms of the (local) right eigenvectors. Substituting (4.7) 
into (4.4) yields the fundamental equation 

sT = ~l~(h, - s)rl + a#, - S)Y~ , (43) 

valid along each Si . 

THEOREM 4.4. For an admissible system, the shock curve Si( U,), i = I, 2, 
makes third-order contact at U, with the corresponding rarefaction curve %(U,). 

(That is, Si and Ri h ave the same tangent and curvature at U0 .) Moreover, near U, , 

S, lies inside R, , while S, lies outside Rz . 

Proof. At Us we have T = 0, s = hi , t=-ri,sothatai=-landolj=O, 

j # i. Differentiating (4.8) once along Si yields 

iT = &&Ii - s)ri + QAj - s)vj 

+ c& - 2S)r, + cQ(X, - 2S)r, 

+ Ol& - S)fi + Olj(hj - S)ij , (4.9) 

which at U,, reduces to 

0 = &,(A, - Xi)Yj - (Xi - 2j)Yi . (4.10) 

Thus &+ = 0 and 

s = ;A, = g,t . V)& = -$(yi -V)& < 0. (4.11) 

The curvature of Si at U,, is found by differentiating (4.7) and then setting 
u= u,: 

f  = &qi - ii at U = U, . (4.12) 
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Multiplying (4.12) with t = -ri and observing that 1 t 1 = / ri 1 = 1, so that 
t . i = r, . ii = 0, we establish & = 0 at U, , and therefore t =: --ii or 

(t . vt = -(t . V)Yi = (Ti * V)Ti (4.13) 

there. This says that Si and Ri have the same curvature vector at U, and thus 

make third-order contact. 
To determine the direction in which Si separates from Ri upon leaving U, , 

we differentiate (4.9) yet again, set U = U,, in the result, and multiply by 4. 
The surviving terms yield 

= 41jii + &j(hj - Ai) lfj. (4.14) 

But at U,, 

Zi = (t ’ V)ri = -(ri ’ V)Yi = -Ti’, (4.15) 

so that (2.11) and (4.14) yield 

Sli dT(Y, , Yi) 

gj(“o) = (hj - Ai) ijYj < O (4.16) 

by (2. lo), (2.4) and (4.11). S ince aj( U,) = &( U,) = 0, this means that q(U) < 0 

for U near 77, . Hence Si( U,) crosses Iii-curves from the rj side toward the -rj 
side, and therefore lies on the -rj side of Ri( U,,). But now the Smoller-Johnson 
condition identifies this -rj side as the inside if i = 1 but the outside for i = 2 
(cf. Figure 4-3). 1 

THEOREM 4.5. Each curve Si( U,J consists of a simple arc extending from U, to 
injinity. It is star-shaped with respect to U, , and lies entirely inside R,( U,) and 
outside R,( U,,). At each point U # U, on Si( U,) the following inequalities are 
satisjied: 

oli < 0; (4.17) 

q < 0, j # i; (4.18) 

s < 0; (4.19) 

J$( UO) > S(U) > Xi(U). (4.20) 

The shock speed on S,( U,) also satisfies 

s(U) -=E &2(U), i = 1. (4.21) 
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FIGURE 4 

Remark. (4.20) and (4.21) together constitute the Lax entropy conditions for 
l-shocks, and show that discontinuities having LrP = U,, and U+ on S,(U,,) are 
actual shocks. The condition corresponding to (4.21) for 2-shocks terminating 

on S,( Us) would be 

s(U) > h,(UrJ), i = 2. (4.22) 

Condition (4.22) is in fact true, but its proof depends on ideas to be developed in 
Section 5. Hence we do not yet formally assert it. 

Proof of Theorem 4.5. The Corollary to Theorem 4.2 shows that Si , once 
established near U, , must either extend as a simple arc without singularities to 
infinity or return eventually to U0 . But (4.17) and (4.18) imply that Si does not 

cross any rarefaction curve twice. Thus Si cannot return to UC,;, . Hence the 
entire theorem will be established if we prove that (4.17)-(4.21) hold and that Si 
is starshaped. 

Now (4.17) (4.19) and (4.21) all hold at ZJ, , and we have just seen that (4.18) 

holds near U, . Also (4.1 I), which is valid at U, , implies (4.20) near U, . Thus 
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(4.17)-(4.21) hold on Si in some (one-sided) neighborhood N of U,, on Si . I\‘e 
will show that N contains the whole of Si . 

I f  it does not, there will then be a first point LrI # U, on Si at which one of 
(4.17)-(4.21) is violated. Now the first half of (4.20) cannot be violated at VI , 
since (4.19) holds on Si between Lr,, and U, . Since UI is on the Hugoniot locus, 
Theorem 4.2 asserts that T at PI is not parallel to rl or ~a . But if any of (4.17)- 
(4.21) except (4.19) and the first half of (4.20) is first violated at Ur , one of the 
terms on the right-hand side of (4.8) will vanish there. Therefore (4.19) is invalid 

at C, , and 

S(lT,) = 0. (4.23) 

From (4.8) it then follows that we are in one of two possible cases at U = Lr,: 

Casel. S=O,s=Xi,aj=Oor 

Case 2. S = 0, s = Xj , 01~ = 0. 

i:n Case 1 we have ai( LrI) < 0 by continuity from (4.17), and therefore 
ai 1= - 1 and t = -ri . Hence 

x,(q) = -(Y1 V)X, < 0 

and (s - Xi)’ > 0 at LJl . But in this case s - Xi = 0 at U, , so that s - hi < 0 
for points of N near Ur . This contradicts (4.20) and shows that Case 1 cannot 
occur. 

Case 2 is clearly impossible for S, , since s = A, at 0; is incompatible with 
s 2- A, > A, obtained by continuity from (4.20). Th us inequalities (4.17))(4.20) 
are established for all of S, . 

For S, , we provisionally admit the possibility of a Case 2 point r_ir, and look 
at the portion of S,( U,) beyond U, . JVe rewrite (4.8) for Lr near LrI in the 
form 

The vector T = U - U, has a limiting value C’, ~ U,, at I?,[ = Ur , and 
Theorem 4.2 says that this limit is not parallel to rr or ~a . Therefore both 
coefficients on the right-hand side of (4.24) have nonzero limits at U = U,: 

and & < 0, /$ > 0 by continuity from IV. But 1’Hospital’s rule at U, , where 
s = A, ) a, = 0, 012 = -1, t = -r2 , says that 

0 ,> p1 = (A, - A,) &,/s’, 0 < p2 = (S - A,)& = -x,/i. 
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But at U, we have A, = -(rZ . V)X, < 0 and therefore s’( U,) ;- 0 and 
&,(U,) > 0. Hence beyond CT1 (4.24) again holds, but now 

011 > 0, 012 < 0, s > 0, s(U) > h,(U) (4.26) 

are valid instead of (4.17)-(4.21). Thus there is a neighborhood LV, on S, beyond 
ri, in which (4.26) holds, and we suppose that C:, :/- U,, , U1 is the terminal 
point of LV, . (CJ, + LTO because 01~ is consistently negative on N u AT1 .) The 
arguments already used for U1 show that s(C~,) - : 0, s( C’,) = A,( U.,) and 
01~( U,) = 0, so that f  = -Y? and AZ < 0, hence (s ~~~- AZ)’ > 0 at C ‘? and there- 
fore s < Ap for Ii’ in iv, near C:, , contradicting (4.26). Thus I’? cannot exist, 
and if there is a r,l , then N1 must extend to infinity. 

Now from the half-plane condition (Definition 2.1), combined with (4.24) and 
(4.26), we may calculate that ~1 T :z 0 for I/’ in N1 . However, the first inequality 
of (4.26) says that, in IL; , S, crosses the &-curves in the -i-r1 direction, i.e. 
from outside to inside, and thus L; remains inside the convex curve R,(U,). 

Furthermore, a2 < 0 in N U iV, implies in a similar manner that U remains 
inside the convex curve R,( Lb). Therefore LV~ is contained in the region bounded 
by the line w . (U ~ CT,,) = 0 and the two convex curves R1( UO) and R2( t;). 
Since this region is finite (Figure 4-4), iV1 cannot extend to infinity, and thus ri, 
cannot exist. Therefore the original neighborhood AT contains all of ‘3, , and 

inequalities (4.17)-(4.21) hold for all U /- C:,, on S, . 
The star-shaped property of Si follows now from (4.4). The property we seek 

to establish is that every ray through U0 contains at most one point of SJU,). 
Were this not so, then T would be parallel to t at some point U, -/’ UO on S, , 
and (4.4) then asserts that t( U,) is an eigenvector of A( U,). Thus T( U,,) would 
also be an eigenvector of A( UJ, contradicting Theorem 4.2. [ 

The results analogous to Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 for the curves S,*(U,) arc 
expressed in the following theorem. The proof proceeds in a manner entirely 
symmetric to that for the unstarred curves, except that A, and A, are interchanged 
and the signs of most inequalities reversed. (I.e. S,* behaves like S, , and Szzk 
like S, .) The details are omitted. 

THEOREM 4.6. Each curve S,*( 72,) consists of a simple arc extending from L:,, 
to infinity. It is star-shaped with YespeLt to lJO , and makes third-order contact with 
R,( U,) there. It lies entirely inside R2( U,) and outside R,( U,), and for lJ f  U,, the 
following inequalities hold on Si*: 

OIi 1, 0; (4.27) 

a3 > 0, j =#= i; (4.28) 

s > 0; (4.29) 

Xi(U,,) < s(U) < Xi(V). (4.30) 
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In addition, for S,” we have 

s(U) > 4(U), i = 2. (4.3 1) 

Figure 4-5 illustrates the four shock curves originating at U, and their 
relationship to the rarefaction curves &(U,,). The shock curves, being part of 
the Hugoniot locus, cannot intersect one another except at U, . Hence, S,( Us), 

S,*(U,), S,(U,,), S,*(tr,,) divide the pl ane into four unbounded regions while 

the shock and rarefaction curves together form eight unbounded regions. 
The following theorem will be useful in studying the global behavior of the 

shock curves. It tells us that each Si and St* is confined to one of the two half- 
planes determined by a line through U,, perpendicular to w. 

THEOREM 4.7. Let U lie on one of the shock curves originating at U,, , and set 
T = U - U, . Then 

and 

w.T>Q, u E s, or s,* (4.32) 

w,T<O, UE s, or s,*. (4.33) 

Proof. Inequality (4.32) follows immediately from (4.24), the half-plane 
condition, and the various inequalities in Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. To prove 

(4.33), note first that the star shape of the shock curve Si or Si* and its third- 
order contact with Ri( U,) insure that the entire curve Si or Si* lies on the same 
side of the tangent ri( U,,) to Ri at UO as does R, itself. The Smaller-Johnson 
condition tells us which side: for S, , T lies on the rl side of -r,(UO), while for 
S,*, T is on the -r2 side of rr( U,,). Since S,* and S, extend to infinity and do 
not cross, the T vectors for both curves must point into the quadrant between 
I~( U,) and -~a( Us). Then (4.33) follows from the half-plane condition. 1 

We may remark that the proof of (4.33) allows us to assert the somewhat 
stronger inequality 

w.T < --E/ T/, E = c(U,) > 0, UE s, , S,“, (4.34) 

where 

4%) = $np* I w . rduo)l. 

Geometrically, (4.34) says that within their (open) half-plane S,* and S, are 
further confined to a closed subsector of angular opening smaller than z. 
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5. FURTHER PH~PHUII’S OF THE SHOCK CURVES: 
RECIPROCIX- AND EN~TROPY CONDITIONS 

Now that we have constructed the four shock curves ,5‘, , ,Si* through r.;, , 
it is natural to ask whether the Hugoniot locus H(UJ always consists of just 
these four curves, or whether it could contain additional points or even whole 

branches. We begin this section with a demonstration that no additional points 
or branches can exist under our basic assumptions. This fact will be important in 
three ways. First, it is essential for uniqueness of solutions. This was already 
recognized by Smoller [16] and will bc made clearer in Section 6. Second, it has 
as a coroIlary a new relationship of reciprocity between S, and S,” (Theorem 

5.4) which will allow us to derive the entropy condition (4.22) on ,Sr Finally, 
Theorem 5.4 will be used in the existence portion of our main result (Section 6), 
where it insures that certain shock curves originating at different points cannot 
intersect. 

THEOREM 5.1. For admissible systems satisfying the hay-plane condition, 
H( r;b) is precisely the union of the four shock loci Si( U,,), S, “( I:,), i ~: 1, 2. 

Remark. Smaller in [ 161 proved under stronger hypotheses that H( U,,) 
contained no points satisfying the entropy conditions (3.3) other than those on 
the shock curves. ‘l’he present result, though largely based on Smollcr’s method 

of proof, extends his result by eliminating the entropy requirement. 

We begin the proof of Theorem 5.1 by supposing that r/ is a point of H( C!,) 
not on a shock locus. There are two possible cases (cf. Figure 4-5): 

Case 1. l7 lies between S,( L’,,) and S,*( C;,) or between S,( Ly,,) and 

s,*( U,). 

Case 2. LT lies in one of the other two regions of the plane, i.e. between S, 
and S 2 or between S,* and A’,“. 

In Case I we shall draw one of the shock curves originating at U, show that it 
intersects an appropriate shock curve. through [TO, and derive a contradiction. 
In Case 2, we will draw the branch of H(I_i,,) which passes through r and show 
that it has no way to escape to infinit! . i In both cases we will use the Hugoniot 
locus H(c) originating at L’. The symmetr! of the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 
in (4.1) implies that U E H(c.‘) if and only if L’ E H( Cr), and that s( U, c) = 
s( 7,:, 71). 

The key to the first case is the following lemma. 

LEMMA 5.2. Let u be a point of H(U,) no on any of the shock curves through t 
U” . Then none of the following points of intersection can exist if diflerent 

from Uoio: 
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Proof. Let U f  PC, be any of the points C;, ,..., C,7* . Then U E H(U,,), 

U E H(C), and II E I$( C’,) so there are three values sr , s? , sa such that 

sl( li c;) = F(LT) -F(U,), 
s,( u - C) = F( c’) -- F(G), (5.2) 

sg( c - LT,,) := F( c’) ~~ F( L),). 

Therefore sp( CT - L’) -:- sg( CT - L’,,) = .sr( LT ~- U”) or 

(s., - sJ( I’ ~ I:) - (s, ~ s3)( c: - c;,) = 0. (5.3) 

Now U - U = T(U, r?) and U ~ Lr, = T(U, 7.7,) are linearly independent, 
because (4.24) implies that the secant vectors T to the shock curves S, and S, 

(or S,* and A’,*) point into adjacent quadrants with respect to the local coordinate 
system ri( U), i = I, 2. Thus (5.3) implies 

s1 := 5, = SF3 . (5.4) 

But now s1 is a shock speed on a shock curve originating at U, , while s2 is a 

shock speed at the same point U on a shock curve originating at a. Thus the 
appropriate inequalities among (4.20), (4.21), (4.30), and (4.31) must hold for 
s = sr = sg and the respective hi(U). But in all four cases these inequalities lead 
to a contradiction. 1 

One more lemma now suffices to eliminate Case I. 

LEMMA 5.3. For a point U in the regions described by Case 1, one of the inter- 
section points U, , U, , lJ, , lY4 dejked ipz (5.1) t y  a zoa s exists and is dijjerent 
fYOrn r/, . 

Proof. (Cf. Figure 4-5 for orientation). I f  c lies between S,(U,) and 
S,*(U,), inequalities (4.32) for U0 and (4.34) for U insure that S,(o) and 
S,*( 0) each intersect either A’,( Cg) or S,*(Ua). Now if U 1s in addition on or 
outside of R,( U,,), then S,( 0) lies outside R2( u) and therefore outside R,(U,) 
and so cannot intersect S,*( U,) which lies inside I?,( U,). Hence A’,( 0) intersects 

S,(C,,), and U, exists. Otherwise, U must be on or outside R,(Ua), and similar 
reasoning shows that U, exists. The same type of argument applies if u is 
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between S,( U,) and S,*( U,,): if U is inside R,( U,,) then Uz will exist, while 
otherwise t? will be inside R3( U,) and we get UX . 1 

Now we examine Case 2. iV:e treat explicitly the situation where I/’ is in the 
region Q between S, and S,; the proof for the region QV between S,* and S’,” is 

entirely symmetric and will be omitted. 
Since c7 is inside A’,( I:,,), we know from Lemma 3.4 that R,(u) intersects 

R,( IID), so that S,*( il’) also intersects the smooth curve S,( UO) u S,*( U,,) by the 
argument of Lemma 5.3. ‘This intersection cannot lie interior to S,*(UJ, for 
if it did it would be a point of the type CT:, forbidden by Lemma 5.2. Thus 
the intersection, c’, occurs at r’,, itself or in the interior of S,( U”). I f  
C: = LrO E S,“( c’), from Theorem 4.6 for A’,*( c’) we have 

s( (.‘, I,;,) > h*(U). (5.5) 

If  U is interior to S,( r/r,) as in Figure S-l, then (5.1) holds for the triple U, U, Us , 
Vv:e see that U - U,, and C -- 7,’ are linearly independent, since they both 

point into the quadrant between -.--~i( U) and ~a( U), but cannot point in precisely 
the same direction since U is inside both R,( U,) and R,( ii). Hence (5.4) holds, 
and since s2 > A,( 8) by (4.30), the same is true for szl We conclude that if 

i7 E N( U,) n Q then s( U, LJO) satisfies (5.5). 
Now, Theorem 4.2 and its Corollary tell us that u lies on a regular branch B 

of the Hugoniot locus which is contained entirely in Q and must either extend to 
infinity in both directions or have at least one endpoint at C:,, . The latter case is 
not possible; we have already investigated the Hugoniot locus near CrO and have 
found that the only branches emanating from that point are the shock curves. 
Hence B has both endpoints at infinity. 

Furthermore, the differential equation (4.4) and its consequence (4.8) holds 

along B, and S -7: 0 since (5.5) p revents s from ever being an eigenvalue of the 
local matrix A. Therefore (4.24), which we rewrite as 

with fii = CQ(& -- x)/i, also holds along B. A ny c: E B C (;, is outside R,( L:,,), 
so U, is inside R,(U) and thus T points outward across R2( U) as in Figure 5-2; 
hence /3i < 0. If  we choose the direction of differentiation along B so that S > 0, 

we find that 01~ > 0 (since s Y A? > A,), and that & and 01~ also have opposite 
signs. Thus T and 1 always lie in opposite quadrants with respect to the local 
eigenvectors. Moreover, T is never parallel to t on B. since (just as for the shock 
curves) T li t would contradict Theorem 4.2. Therefore B is star-shaped with 
respect to O;, . Since CL, > 0, t points inside R,(U); since R,(U) intersects 
R,(U,,), t cannot point into the bounded region between S,( U,,) and the segment 
UlJ, . Hence, with increasing p (arc-length on B), T turns toward R,( U,,) 
(counter-clockwise in Figure 5-2). 
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FIGURE 5 

Since B is star-shaped, the directions of the vectors T form a monotonic 
bounded sequence which has a limit direction ZJ, where 2, is chosen for definiteness 
to be a unit vector. Consequently, for some sequence of values of ,LL going to 
infinity, t approaches ~1. Since t and T lie in opposite quadrants with respect to 
the local eigenvectors rr and ra , these eigenvectors must approach v  or -vu. 

Since B is in the half-strip bounded by I?,( UO), I?,( U,,) and R,(U), the direction 
of T tends to that of -rs , so r2 approaches -v. Now in this half-strip ra . w > 
E > 0 by the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 4.7. Therefore v  . w < 
--E < 0. Since rr w < 0 everywhere, rr cannot approach -ZJ and thus must 
approach +r. Equation (4.7) now implies that 01~ - 01~ + 1, so that far enough 
out in our sequence we have 

The vector T also approaches rr and -I~ in direction and sense (though not 
in magnitude) as U -+ co, so that similarly ,f$ > /3, for all points U far enough 
out on B. Since S > 0, this implies 

0 < $(S - A,) < c$(s - A,). (5.8) 

But, on B, 0 < s - A, < s - A, , so (5.8) yields 01~ < c+ , contradicting (5.7). 
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Thus the assumption IT E Q leads eventually to a contradiction, and therefore 
Ii( L’,,) n Q is empty. Thi with the symmetric result for Q*, shows that (Iase 2 
is impossible and completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 

Kow we may state the reciprocit!, relationship between shock curves which 
was mentioned at the beginning of this section. 

Proof. Suppose 7 T c Si( L-,,) C H( L’“). Th en we must have K,, : f f( l-) with 
the same value of s. Therefore Theorem 5.1 says that I;, lies on one of the four 
shock curves originating at C’. I$ Theorem 4.7, 7 ,‘” cannot he on ,c;( 1 ~) or 

Sj*( &)? j :,J~ i. I f  Z-,r is on S,i( I -), then s would satisfy both h,(l;,) .s A,:1 .) 
and hj( L,‘) ;> s ;-, X,( UC,), so that simultaneously Xi( I,‘(,) A;( r;,) and A;( ( ) : 

X?(U), contradicting (2.2). H encc 7 -r) must be on S,*( I:). The con\ crse is pro\ ed 
in the same wav. 1 

As an immediate consequence vvc obtain the remaining entropy condition 
(4.22) on S, and its dual for S, *. 

THEOREM 5.5. I,& 1,. !  E 5-J LTL) [or .L; t S,."( l' )]. iI “ten fhrw is n k-shotk 
[sntisfring both Lax entropy conditions (3.3)] zchich J him the state lym on the kft to 
the state I’, on the right. 

Proof. Theorem 5.4 tells us that the two hypotheses of this theorem are 
equivalent, so both of them hold. The result for k = 1 follows from Theorem 4.5. 

IVhen k = 2 we have 1.:. E S,*((;.), and now (4.30) and (4.31) yield the lax 
conditions (3.3) for a 2-shock. 1 

COROLLARY. All points I: on &(I.‘,,) satisfy (4.22), while all points on 

SIx( Z;,) satisfy the dual inequality- 

s( c:) -c A,( z:,), i = 1. (5.9) 

Remark. Inequality (4.22) constitutes Smoller and Johnson’s “C‘ondition (I,)” 
([18], page 176). They use this condition as an additional hypothesis in their 
existence theorem, but speculate that it may he unnecessary. Sow the basic 
hypothesis f,.g,, > 0 of [IS] implies our half-plane condition, and our conditions 

for an admissible system are the same as those in [18]. Hence the above corollar! 
contains the answer to the question raised by Smoller and Johnson on page 184 of 
[18]: is condition (I,) alvvays valid globally ? The answer is yes. 

Theorems 5.1 and 5.5 together give us the general result: 

THEOREM 5.6. Fw admissible systems sati.yfying the half-plane conditiort, ez:er~r 
point G on the Hugoniot locus H( I’(,) cun be joined to [TO by an entropy shock. 
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6. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 

T\:e are now ready to construct solutions to the Riemann problem (1. I), (1.2) 
and prove their uniqueness. By a solution we shall mean a centered entropy 
sohtion: a vector function U(x, t), t :z 0, consisting of constant states CT, , 

(1, , I;, ,.,,, I:, separated by centered rarefaction waves or uniform shocks, 
which is a weak solution of (1.1). Now a (k-) rarefaction wave joining a state C’- 
on its left to a state 0; on its right fills the regiun ,&(L- ) <: x/t < &( I/-+), 
while a k-shock joining the states c’- and L;+ is situated on a ray s/t = s with 
A,.( CT-) > s : ;- X,( UJ. Hence there is room in the X, f-plane for at most one 

wave (shock or rarefaction) of each type k. The general solution therefore 
contains at most three constant states (U, , CT,. and an intermediate state UJ 

separated by two waves, and since h, << A, these must be a type 1 wave con- 

necting I-, to CC,,, and a wave of type 2 from U,,L to U, . 
To construct this solution we employ the diagram shown in Figure 6-l. 

Through Cl we draw the two shock curves Si(c’,), i = 1,2, and the semi- 
infinite arcs Hz--( Cl) of the two rarefaction curves &( CiJ which start out from U, 
in the directions of +ri , i = 1, 2. According to the results of Sections 2 and 4, 
these four curves divide the U-plane into four regions (marked I, II, III, IV in 
Figure 6-l) meeting at U, . I f  U, is on one of these four curves, then the Riemann 
problem may be solved by a single wave (rarefaction or shock) connecting U1 to 

c’, . Otherwise two waves are required, with an intermediate state UV, on 
R, (C!?) or S,( U,), and the final state 7Jr located on either n,r( &:,,) or S,( UJ. 
The nature of the solution will depend upon which of the regions I--IV contains 

u, . 
Region I is smoothly filled by R, curves. If  U, is in region I and R,(Ur) 

intersects R,( Lr,)-the first case in the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2-the Riemann 
problem has just one solution containing two rarefaction waves and an inter- 
mediate state LJV, = R,+( U,) n RB-( U,). I f  R,(UT) fails to intersect R1( UJ, 
then (1. I), (I .2) has no solution of this type. 

Region II is also filled smoothly with R, curves, and here a11 of them must 
intersect S,( U,) because of their convexity, (4.32) and the half-plane condition. 

Moreover, for U, in region II the point of intersection C’,, = S,( U,) n R,( U,) 
is unique because by (4.17) S, crosses each rarefaction curve R2, at most once. 
The Riemann problem is then solved by a l-shock from U, to L’m and a 2-rare- 
faction from UP,, to U,; the shock is properly separated from the rarefaction wave 
in the X, t-plane because of (4.21). 

In region III we consider the shock curves S,(u) originating at points 
a E R,‘( U,). I f  two such curves S,( or) and S,( OJ were to intersect, say at Us , 
Theorem 5.4 would imply that S,*( U,) passes through both t’r and SUs , and 
therefore intersects R,(UJ twice, contrary to (4.27). The same argument shows 
that Ss( U) cannot leave region III by crossing S,( U,), and it also cannot get out 
by recrossing R,(U,). Thus these curves S,(U) smoothly fill region III, They 
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f!ICURE 6 

can leave no internal gaps, because they are solutions of the differential equation 
(4.4) with an initial condition depending smoothly on u, and they can leave no 

external gap within region III as CT approaches infinity because condition (4.33) 
and the convexity of R,+( U,) guarantee that infinitely many S,(o)-curves 
originate and remain on the far side of an arbitrary line perpendicular to W. We 
may conclude that to each U,. in region III there corresponds a unique 
i7 = urn E I?,+( U,) such that U, E S,( 8). We then solve (1. I), (1.2) with a 

I-rarefaction from U, to U, , followed by a 2-shock from li,,, to UT, with 

s > X,(U,J by the Corollary to Theorem 5.5. 
Finally we look at region IV. Again we consider the curves S,(u), this time for 

a E S,( U,). We describe the behavior of the resulting family of curves in a series 
of lemmas, whose proofs will be given after the main argument is concluded. 

LEMMA 6.1. The curve S,(u), 0 E S,( U,), lies entirely in the region (IV) of 

the U-plane bounded by S,( U,) and S,( U,). 

LEMMA 6.2. The speed s2 of the 2-shock joining 0 to an arbitrary point 

U E S,(u) is always greater than the speed s1 of the 1 -shock joining 0 to U, . 
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LEMMA 6.3. For two distinct points ul and a2 on S,( U,), the curves S,( ul) and 
S,( u2) do not intersect. 

From Lemma 6.3 we can argue, just as we did in region III, that the S,(u) 
curves smoothly fill region IV. (An external gap in region IV would contradict 
Lemma 3.4.) Therefore to each Ur in region IV there is a unique 

a = U,, E S,( U,) such that U,. E S,(u), and the corresponding solution to the 

Riemann problem consists of two shocks, whose speeds are correctly related 
because of Lemma 6.2. Thus the existence portion of Theorem 3.2 follows from 
Lemmas 6.1 through 6.3. 

The uniqueness of the solution also follows from these lemmas, and parti- 

cularly Lemma 6.1. For we have seen that with each of the regions I-IV is 
associated a particular type of solution to the Riemann problem, and that as long 
as U, remains within the region there is only one solution of this type. We have 
also seen that no solution of types I through III can exist when U, lies outside the 
associated region, and Lemma 6.1 implies the corresponding fact for solutions 

of type IV. Thus the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 3.2) will be finished 
as soon as proofs of Lemmas 6.1-6.3 are given. 

Proof of Lemma 6.1. S,(D) enters region IV intially, since it starts out at g 
in the direction of -r2 while the tangent t to S, points between -r2 and -rl 
[relations (4.17) and (4.1 S)]. It cannot leave the region at U, because u 6 S,*( Cl,), 

so that if it leaves at all there would have to be a point U #= f?, U, of S,( 0) 
which lies on either S,( U,) or S,( U,). In either case, the non-collinear triple of 
points U, 0, U, would satisfy an interlocking set of three Rankine-Hugoniot 
relations similar to (5.1). The three associated shock speeds would then all be 
equal. But if U E S,( U,) this would mean s( Ur , U) = s( U, , CT) for U # u on 
S,( U,), contradicting (4.19), while if U E S,( U,) we would have both a l-shock 

and a 2-shock originating at U, with the same speed, which contradicts (4.20) 
and (4.21). Therefore S,(U) can never leave region IV. 1 

Proof of Lemma 6.2. For U near c on S,(u), sa is close to h2( i?), while 
sr < h,( 8) by (4.21). Thus sa > sr near 0, and if ever sa < si there must be a 
point U, E S,(u) for which sa = sr . But then s2( lYr - r) = F( U,) - F( 8) and 
sa( u - Lrl) = sr( 0 - U,) = F(u) - F( U,). Add these two equations to obtain 

44 - u,> = F(G) - F(U,), or C; E H(U,). Therefore U, is on Si(U,) or 
S,*( U,) and does not lie in region IV. This would contradict Lemma 6.1. 1 

Proof of Lemma 6.3. Suppose S,( 9) and S,( U,) did intersect, say at U, . 
Then for points n between I??~ and aa on S,(U,) the curve S,(u) could not 
escape to infinity without first crossing one of the curves S,( DJ, n = 1, 2 (cf. 
Figure 6-2). Thus a point of intersection U, will continue to exist as Ua and Dr 
are allowed to approach each other along S,( U,). Compactness then assures that 
for some such sequence of u1 , uz with n1 - Da -+ 0 the point U, will approach 
a (finite) limit, which we denote by U, . Observing that U, is on both S,( Ui) and 
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S,( b/,) so that S,*( Ua) contains both c’, and I:, , we deduce upon passage to 
the limit that S,“( Z;,) has double contact with S,( CT,) at the common limit point 
c- ,i LT1 of LJ, and cT”r In other words, the tangent t* to S,*( C’J at C is parallel 
to the tangent t to S,( UJ at U. Since t points strictly between ~ ri and mm-~? by 

(4.17) and (4.18) while t” points between ) ri and 1 ~a by (4.27) (4.28) this 
means it* y= f  and also t: # l,-r But now equation (4.4) may be applied to 
both curves at i ‘: 

with the obvious notation T” -= U -- UA and s* for the shock speed along 

S,*(U,). Adding these yields 

ST m m  s*‘r* :_ (s* ~- s ) t .  (6.1) 

Rut now S < 0 and S* ., 0 by (4.19) and (4.29), while s* >- s by Lemma 6.2 
since s* is also the shock speed associated with L,‘4 on S’,(c). Hence T” is a 

convex linear combination of t and T. Geometrically (cf. Figure 6-3) this means 
that T”, which terminates at in’, points out of the angle formed there by the arc 
r = U,c of S,( CT,) and the straight line segment G joining IF, to CT. Sow I,-, , 
which is the initial point of T”, must lie in region IV, since it is on S’,(Ci). 
Therefore U, lies in the (compact) subregion d bounded by G and r. But this is 

impossible because S,(U), being star-shaped with respect to I! and thercforc 
unable to recross G, has no way to leave d and still remain within region I\‘, as 
Lemma 6.1 says it must. This contradiction establishes Lemma 6.3. 1 

The main result of the paper, Theorem 3.2, is now fully proved. 

7. OPPOSITE VARIATION ANI) THE HALF-PLANE CONDITION 

This section, which is independent of Sections 3 through 6, contains the 
arguments, examples and proofs supporting the connections among opposite 
variation, the half-plane condition, andf,g, > 0 which were asserted at the end 
of Section 2. We proceed first with the proof of 

THEOREM 2.5. Any admissible system which displays opposite variation must 
satisfy the half-plane condition. 

Assuming opposite variation, we can determine the direction of variation of yj 
along Ri by multiplying (2.15) with Ii: 

li dV’(r, , yj) = (Xj - Xi) @, . Crj). (7.1) 
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The left-hand side of (7.1) is negative because of (2.17) with i and j inter- 
changed, and the symmetry of the Frechet derivative. Hence, noting that rj 

is a unit vector whose derivative rj’ = ri Vrj must be parallel to Zi, we have 
proved 

LEMMA 7.1. In the case of opposite variation, 

ri . vri = yili uith y1 < 0, yz > 0. (7.2) 

This lemma may be combined with the inequalities following (2.12) to give a 
more complete picture of the rarefaction curves in the opposite-variation case. 
We already know that rl rotates away from r2 as we follow an R, curve in the 

r,-direction; but now (7.2) says that rB also rotates away from rr . Similarly when 
following R, we know that r2 rotates toward rr , and now find that rl rotates 
toward r2 . Thus rr and r2 rotate in opposite senses as one proceeds along any 
rarefaction curve. 

The proof of Theorem 2.5 also depends on the following geometric property 
of the rarefaction curves. 

LEMMA 7.2. Given two points U, and U, in the U-plane, there exists a point U, 

such that U, and U, lie either on or inside both R,( U,) and R,( U,). 

Proof. Of the two curves R,( U,), k = 1,2, one lies nested inside the other; 
call the outer one I’, . Similarly let r, b e t h e outer curve of the two R,(U,). 
Should r, and r, correspond to the same point U, , then this U, will serve as 
U, . I f  not, we will have r, = R,( U,) and I’, = R,(Ui) with j f  i, so that TJj 
lies inside R,( Ui) and US inside R2( Uj). Hence I’, and r, form a pair of convex 
curves, each of which contains a point inside the other as in Figure 7-1. Such 

a pair must intersect, and the point of intersection will be the required U, . 1 

Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let U, and Cz be arbitrary points of the plane, and let 
C, be the point determined by Lemma 7.2. Since each family of rarefaction 
curves is convex and fills the plane, we may construct two smooth directed arcs 
Pl and Pz , leading from U, to U, and U, respectively, which never cross any 
rarefaction curve in the outward direction. More specifically, if p denotes the 
unit tangent vector to either P, at any of its points, we require that 

p = 6,r, + S,r, with 6, > 0, 6, < 0. (7.3) 

(Of course if U,, = Uk the corresponding arc P, reduces to a single point.) 
We can now compute the direction of rotation of rr and ra as one proceeds along 
P,: 

p . Vr, = 6,r, . Vr, t 6,r, . Vr, = 0,1, 

p ’ Vr, = 6,r, . Vr, + 6,r, . Vr, =--= t&l, 
(7.4) 

505/27/3-l 1 
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with 8, = 81K1 + 6 g2 < 0 and Oz :== 6 ryr T &K~ :< 0 by (2.12), (7.2) and (7.3). 

Therefore the eigenvectors r1 and Ye rotate awav from one another as P, is 
traversed. Since r1 and rz never become parallel, the vector r1 must remain within 
the (closed) angle formed by rr( C,) and -~a( GO) along the entire length of both 

arcs P, , while rp must remain within the vertically opposite angle (cf. Figure 7-3). 
Therefore rl( (Yr) and Y~( C;,) cannot coincide, and we have established (2.13). 1 

While the half-plane condition will be sufficient to establish our main result 

on shock waves, it is interesting to note that in many significant cases we can go 
further and establish the existence of sectors for rr and ra 

DEFINITION 7.3. An admissible system satisfies the sector condition if there 
exist two fixed linearly independent vectors r41t and ZL’* such that for all ir the 
following inequalities hold: 

7-1 w* < 0, I 1 . zccL ‘3 0 

y2 . ZL’j :;- 0, i = i,2. 

Remark: The sector condition always holds under the Smaller-Johnson 
assumption f,g,, > 0, since we can then take wr and m2 parallel to the coordinate 

1 2 

- r,uJ) -r,&) 

x 

r2 (U,) 

r,(U,) 

r,(UJ rp(Uo) 
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axes. A remark of Liu [ 141 shows this sector condition equivalent to the existence 

of an affine transformation of coordinates in the U-plane such thatf,,a, > 0 in 
the transformed coordinate system. 

THEOREM 7.4. The sector condition holds if and only if 

(7.5) 

for every pair of points U, and U, 

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.2 and will be omitted. 

THEOREM 7.5. An admissible system which displays opposite variation and 
possesses the intersection property (Dejinition 3.3) must necessarily satisfy the sector 
condition. 

Proof. Condition (7.5) with the plus sign was established by Theorem 2.5. 
For the minus sign, we first assert that Lemma 7.2 now holds with the word 

“inside” replaced by “outside”, since in the crucial case pictured in Figure 7-1 
the intersection property insures that the curves I?,( Uj) and I?,( CT{) going to the 
left must also intersect. Then from the new U,, thus obtained we construct 
paths P, to .?Yk as in the proof of Theorem 2.5, but proceeding in the “outward” 
direction with respect to the rarefaction curves. Along these paths rl will rotate 

toward y2 and vice versa, so that rl( U,) and yz( U,) both lie in the angle between 
yl( CrO) and re( U,) and cannot add up to zero. 1 

APPENDIX 
AN EXAMPLE OF NON-CONVEX SHOCK CURVES 

Alany of the proofs in this paper, especially in Section 6, could have been 
simplified if the shock curves were known to be convex rather than merely 

star-shaped. Johnson and Smoller noted in [8] that the shock curves are not 
always convex under their assumptions, but stated that hyperbolic systems of the 
special form 

Ut f  f  (v), = 0, 

“‘t + g(u)s = 0, 

have convex shock curves. This appendix presents a counterexample. 
Let us choose f(n) = u and 

(A.11 

g(u) = u + log cash u. 64.2) 
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Then 

so that --h, = X, = v/g%) = (1 I tanh u)lje -y 0 and we have a strictly 
hyperbolic system. The eigenvectors are 

with the upper sign for i = I, the lower for i := 2. Note that (ri V)X; =.: 
(I + g’)-l/2 . gg’)-l/?‘$ with g” = sech2 u > 0, so that the genuine nonlinearity 
condition (2.3) holds. Also 

I 0 
d"F(Ti 3 Ti) = , + g'(u) g"(u), 9 i J 

so that 

zj dW(r, ) r;) = (1 + g’)-312g’ > 0 

and the condition (2.10) holds: our system (A.l) is admissible, both for us and 
for Smoller and Johnson [18]. 

Now the shock curves S,(O) and Si*(0) are the solutions of [f]/[~] = [g]/[v] 
or f~ EG v2 = gu, that is 

v  = ~[ug(u)]‘~2 (A.3) 

with the upper sign for the starred curves. Looking for example at S,*, we com- 
pute v’ = &(q-ljz(g + ug’) and 

with 
d = $(Ug)ym(U) (h.4) 

h(u) = 2u2gg” - (g ~- ug’)“. (AS) 

Now near u _ 0 we may expand g(u) and h(u) in power series to obtain h(u) ~== 

2u3 $- O(u4) and 

d(u) = $ + O(u) b 0. 

However, for large positive u we have 

g(u) = 2u - log 2 + O(e+), 

g’(u) = 2 c O(ec2U), 

g”(u) = 4e-QU[l + o(l)], 

and therefore 

(A.6) 

h(u) = -log” 2 + O(u3e-2U), 
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‘z”(u) = - ts Y2 (log 2)2 u-3 + O(u-4) < 0. 
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(A-7) 

Thus S,*(O) is concave upward near II = 0 and downward near u = too, 
and so fails to be globally convex. Since by (A.3) the Hugoniot locus H(0) is 
exactly symmetric with respect to both axes, its remaining branches S,(O), S,(O) 
and S,*(O) are also non-convex. 

Note added in pvoof. We would like to draw attention to the article “On the decom- 
position of a discontinuity for a system of two quasilinear equations” by V. A. Borovikov 
[Trudy Mosrov. Mat. Obsr. Tom 21 (1972), translated in Trans. Moscow Math. Sot. 
Vol. 271, which constructs solutions to the Riemann problem under similar local and 
non-local assumptions on the system. Borovikov requires that the intersection property 
hold (Definition 3.3), and that no two rarefaction curves have a common tangent, a 
property which holds for the systems we consider (Lemma 4.3). He also considers systems 
in which the inequality is reversed in the Smaller-Johnson condition (2.10), and shows 
that further restrictions must then be imposed. 
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